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Valextra opened a new pop-up in Japan. Image credit: Valextra

By SARAH RAMIREZ

NEW YORK – As more affluent consumers embrace ecommerce, luxury brands need to craft valuable experiences
that exist both online and offline.

During a panel discussion hosted by Luxury Marketing Council and moderated by Kurt Vander Schuur, Haworth’s
global brand director, executives from two Italian luxury brands elaborated on their evolving strategies. Both
women explained how narratives are used to differentiate their brands but also engage consumers.
“[When I started,] what was missing was strong storytelling and what made this brand different for the customer of
today,” said Sara Ferrero, CEO at Valextra.
Sharing stories
T he discussion highlighted two different sides of Italian luxury and craftsmanship.
Architect and designer Patricia Urquiola joined Ms. Ferrero as a speaker. T hrough her own independent studio, she
has created designs for major players in luxury apparel and home furnishings.
One of Ms. Urquiola’s career highlights was designing with Italian high-end furniture marker Cassina after its
acquisition by Poltrona Frau. She has also worked with Louis Vuitton and BMW.

Patricia Urquiola works as an interior designer and furniture designer. Image credit: Studio Urquiola
Although the designer does not sell her pieces online, as she prefers to focus on her physical creations, she still has
a digital presence that shares her narrative as a furniture designer and interior designer.
In addition to an active Instagram account, the Web site for Ms. Urquiola’s studio depicts her furniture in different
environments, from elegant homes to desert courtyards. She prefers working with young, innovative photographers
to help bring these images to life.
While Ms. Urquiola meticulously studied her craft, Ms. Ferrero ended up in the luxury fashion industry after initially
working at McKinsey & Company.
After joining Velaxtra as CEO, Ms. Ferrero was tasked with modernizing the image of the luxury leather goods
company, which was founded in 1937. Valextra shies away from logo-centric pieces. But its utilitarian focus was not
connecting with consumers.
“We needed to talk about heritage and craftsmanship in a way that touched the customer,” Ms. Ferrero said.
Social media is becoming a more prominent part of the label’s strategy.
In a video series on Instagram, Valextra offered a peek into the lives of five different unique and eccentric
characters as they stop at a bar in Milan, where the company is based, for a break from their hectic lives. Each short
film, shot in a surreal style, also highlighted a different one of the brand’s handbags, as well as star a different
notable Italian actor or actress (see story).
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Over the last several years, Ms. Ferrero has also brought a more immersive approach to the Valextra flagship in
Milan.
Every year after Christmas, the Milan store closes until revealing a new theme and layout the following January,
similar to a gallery. Each design is a new way for the brand to engage with its local clientele.
T his year, the Valextra flagship received a minimalist makeover with plaster shelves and tables in a neutral color
palette.
Italian luxury
Other Italian luxury brands are evolving their approach to retail, both in the fashion and home furnishings sectors.
Italian fashion label Dolce & Gabbana placed emphasis on its footwear category with the opening of a dedicated
sneaker boutique in Milan. Reflecting luxury’s continuous shift toward casual dress, Dolce & Gabbana’s sneaker
boutique sells a collection of the brand’s colorful, graffiti- and patch-adorned tennis shoes (see story).
Fendi also gave its home furnishings a home of their own in a dedicated boutique, which opened in 2017. T he Fendi
Casa flagship in Milan is situated near to Fendi’s fashion boutique, enabling shoppers to discover both sectors of the
brand (see story).
Research also shows that while Italian brands have a strong heritage and tradition, they should also focus on
innovation and creativity to drive growth. Italy’s T op 30 brands have a total value of $96.9 billion (see story).
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